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Zip-line is a publication for kids which have a scar on their chest from open heart surgery to correct a
CHD. Utilized by families, academic institutions and hospitals, Zip-collection whimsically explains the response
to the query "How did that series make it happen? www. The story focuses on a little lady and her bunny
rabbit explaining to the reader how she got the scar on her behalf chest and how she isn't any different
than other people. It shows her unrestricted in activities and features age suitable illustrations - no blood,
or anything remotely graphic.com".ziplinebook. It aims to set a model for kids with a CHD to end up being
more comfortable with themselves, their heart scar, and the surgery that they were too young to keep in
mind.
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Thank you! I just want to thank the author for writing this reserve. My daughter experienced open heart
surgery in March of this year. This book has been very helpful. Very reassuring and conversation starter. On
her behalf kindergarten book parade she chose this book and i am therefore happy that she actually is
embracing her scar. I recommend this book for children who'll or have had open hear surgery. awesome
Book I bought this publication for my Daughter's kindergarten teacher to learn to the course! Great book
that we will continue to use as a tool to greatly help build her self-confidence through the challenges that
being truly a heart kiddo can bring. My daughter has had 2 open heart surgeries which book makes it simple
for other children to learn that even though she has a scar, she actually is no different from them. It also
helps open the entranceway for the kids to ask her queries. This book is incredibly special for my daughter.
Great confidence device for heart kiddos I had been searching for a heart book for my child who had open
heart medical procedures as a baby. Loved it and knew I needed to buy it for her. it is normally a well
written book, possible for other kids to understand. She wears her scar as a badge of honor! She got open
up heart surgery at 7 weeks old therefore we go through this to her and it help explains why she is so
particular. This reserve was a great way to explain her scar/surgery without scaring her. She's used it to
school to learn it to her course so they understand as well. Wonderful way to help little ones understand
their scars My daughter is only fifteen months outdated but she is currently noticing that she actually is

different--she keeps looking for her scars in other folks. She got Zipline for Xmas and it is a pleasant little
book that will assist her understand on her level. She doesn't quite obtain it yet but I hope regular
readings of the little gem will make her story "normal" to her as she grows..) this book is helping my old
boys as well. Ok for insufficient other options. It's one thing to have your parents tell you but viewing it in
a publication takes it to a fresh level ;. Cute book but Personally i think like it could be better and I can't
stand that it is only for girls. I purchased it for lack of other options. Additionally you never see her
'zipline' that i think would help children more. She's been self conscious of the scar but got this reserve
with her to center camp. So happy I stumbled across this, highly recommend for other heart kiddos or
other children who know center kiddos and have questions. Kids with Cardiac Surgical Scars I've a
granddaughter with a "zip-line" due to heart surgeries. Helpful book Great book, my 3-year-old
granddaughter needed open heart surgery suddenly and this helped her after the surgery. If helped her
before the surgery with knowing what things to expect and after the surgery dealing with having a series
scar. This book is incredibly special for my daughter. She ... I recommend this book for all center warriors!
This book was a great way to explain her scar/surgery without scaring her My daughter had open heart
medical procedures when she was a baby and today, at age group 4, she's beginning to notice that she has a
scar some people don't. Love reading it with him. Great book. Thank you intended for your work. It is very
ideal for trying to explain to my Preschooler, what will happen when her baby sister has surgery. Loved this
from the first time I browse it in Texas Children's Hospital. Many thanks for the product. Great book
Great story for my child who had heart surgery! Great for Preschoolers! Buying for girl after open heart
surgery Browse the book while my 2yr previous was having heart surgical treatment. This book does a
fantastic job at explaining why is her different, what open up heart surgery is, and the main focus is how
she's actually no different from the other kids.
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